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Mass student immunizations begin
By Am) Backer
Volunteer Writer
Yesterday's mass immuniza-
tion at Cutler Health—Center
was organized to combat the
measles outbreak on campus,
which, before yesterday, had
stricken two students, both liv-
ing off campus.
On Thursday morning, a
third measles case was confirm-
ed to have affected a student
living in a dormitory on
campus.
As a result, the 61 to 72
students excluded from atten-
ding classes have been in-
structed to remain away from
campus until afterthe two week
break in March.
News ot the measles out-
break was reported in the na-
tional newspaper USA Today
in its Thursday edition.
According to Dr. Mark
Jackson, Director of Cutler
Health Center, the period of
15-day exclusion ends upon
Feb28, only two days before
spring break begins.
Jackson says that there is
"simply no point" in asking the
students to return to school for
only two days, especially in the
light of a third confirmed case.
The UMaine campus has not
been the only area affected.
one measies case has been
confirmed at the junior/senior
high school in Orono. Accor-
ding to Assistant Principal Joe
Paul, health records of all
students • were reviewed and
"between 100 to 150 students
are being given immunization
booster shots by local nurses at
the school."
This immunization took
place on Thursday at the high
school, and included students
from the Asa Adams school as
well as from the junior/senior
high school levels. •
Officials at Old Town High
School gave indication That a
community clinic to be held at
the high school was tentatively
scheduled for March 3, from
9 a.m. to 12 p.m. A definite
date and time is yet to be an-
nounced, and a fee will be re-
quired for immunization.
By noon on Thursday, over
700 college students had been
immunized at Cutler, and the
longest wait by that point, as
stated by Jackson, had been 25
minutes. Students leaving the
health center after being im-
munized said they believed the
process had been efficient and
had pi ot.reded at- a rapid pace.
Normal activities at Cutler,
which included walk-ins and
appointments at the Womens'
Center, appeared undisturbed.
Jackson said the mass im-
munization will extend into Fri-
day from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
immunizations can be given
during normal clinic hours on
Saturday and Sunday.
However, Jackson urges
(see MEASLES page 11)
  
Attention students:
Immunizations extended
All students who were informed to report to Cutler
Health Center for measles immunization, and were
not immunized on Thursday, are asked to report to
---+ the health center before the close of school Friday.
More than 1,400 students were immunized on Thurs-
day; however, two new cases were reported late
yesterday afternoon. The university is in a state of
emergency with regards to the measles epidemic,
health center officials co peo ration_is
Airy' Stiea-r-staff member or professional
employee who requires a vaccination or
wishes to have one may go to the Cutler
Health Center for a $26.00 fee.
— — Mark-Jack
Director of Cutter Health Center
Sigma Chi placed on probation for year
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
The University of Maine chapter of Sigma Chi has
been placed on probation for one year for violating
six rights of the Greek system conduct code, accor-
ding to Associate Dean of Student Services Dwight
Rideout.
_ The violations in-cluck two alcohol beverage regula-
tions, physical assault, giving false information to
.university police, being in violation of the Greek
system codes, and intentionally placing another per-
son in reasonable fear of imminent physical harm.
Several members of Sigma Chi are pending possi-
ble expulsion from the fraternity, while one member
has already been expelled from the fraternity and
suspended front, UMaine for one year as a result of
an "unfortuante incident" that occurred last semester
at Sigma Chi, the fraternity's president, Andrew
Silsby, said.
Sigma Chi conducted an illegal, non-Residential Life
fraternity party on November 30, 1989, which resulted
in a physical assault of a non-student by a member of
Sigma Chi, assistant dean William Lucy, director of
Student Activities, said.
University police and university officials would not
release the name of the victim. An investigation is still
pending, UMaine investigator Alan Stormann said
Thursday evening.
According to reports,The vkiiin was assaulted and
taken to a local hospital for lacerations to the face and
hands.
While administrators and police would not
elaborate, unconfirmed reports indicate the victim
needs surgery to repair damage to his face.
John Depaola was arrested and charged in the
assault. He was found guilty of assault and fined $250
in Bangor District Court last week. Depaolo could not
be reached for comment.
Sigma Chi has been notified by the victim of a
$250,000 lawsuit filed against the university, along with
the local and international Sigma Chi chapters Silsby
said.
University lawyers were unavailable for comment.
"It was an unfortunate incident of our own mak-
ing," Silsby said. "Sigma Chi does not condone
such activity."
Sigma Chi will be undergoing a "reorganization"
of their chapter and have been put on a one-year pro-
-Thation by UMaine, accompanied by several stipula-
tions imposed by the international chapter.
Qm_of the many requests the internationals propos-
ed to Sigma Chi was the removal of all former
undergraduate officers. The officers have been
dismissed from their positions and are "pending possi-
ble expulsion from fraternity," Silsby said.
Rideout said the national chapter has been "very
supportive" of the university's actions against Sigma
(see CHI page 13)
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Late Night Company
offers walker escorts
By Simon Varney die such occurrences.
"Students should know they have an
alternative to walking home alone,"
Campus residents don't have to walk she said. To get an escort, call the Late
home alone at night, moreover, drinkers Night Co. Campus Escort Service at
581-1760, seven nights a week.definitely don't have to drive.
An escort service walks men and The Late Night Local also offers a
women to and from locations on cam- safe way home for students. Campus
pus, and a van gives a lift to students residents who have had one too many,
who have had too much to drink and or whose drivers nave done the same,
should not drive home, or who could can catch the "drunk bus."
not find their way anyway "We know college campus students
The Late Nite Co. Campus Escort would be drawn off campus to local
Service and the Late Night Local ensure establishments, and it seemed wise that
UMaine students, drunk or otherwise, students could get back on campus safe-
a safe journey home. Volunteers staff ly," said Dr. Robert Dana, substance
the programs-and-both are funded by abuse councilor at UMaine.
campus organizations. Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi
"The escort service grew out circeif- Oniega, Theiervke sorority and frater-
cerns for on campus safety," said set- nity on campus, drive the bus each
vice founder Sheri Badger. weekend night. A brother and sister
She staited the service in February of volunteer to crew the bus, and work in
last year when she was president of hour-hour shifts.
Dana said a man and woman chauf-Residents on Campus (ROC). Badger
was dissatisfied with individual feur because a woman would feel less
residence hall escort services; they were hesitant getting on the bus with
not effective. Some dorm government representatives of both sex than with
boards offered an escort service and two men.
some did not, she said. Ada Judson, sorority sister, said,
The escort service, funded by "It's a good service and it's really need-
Residential Life and ROC, is not used ed. People don't have to worry how
as much as it should be, according to they're going to get back from
Badger. 'Cheapos. "
Last year the service -received one The Late Night Local is not just for
phone call a week, and this year the drinkers. Judson said the bus will pick
phone has rung at least once a night. up students on their way home from the
Badger felt people are nervous about library or other locations on campus.
calling the escort service--they shouldn't "It's a safe ride home," she said.
be. "That's why people volunteer to do Judson said the bus is well-utilized.
this," she said, "it's not putting An average of 200 people catch a ride
anyone out." each night.
Escorts operate in pairs, one man and The bus operates from 9 p.m. to 1
one woman. They wear beepers, so a.m. Friday and Saturday nights; it runs
when a call comes Unto ROC it can on the half-hour. The bus starts its route
notify escorts that their service is at the library and then stops at residence
needed. halls, fraternity row and downtown
"(Escorts) go through a process of in- Orono, returning to the library on the
terviewing, screening • and training, half-hour. During the second half-hour,
(before becoming a volunteer), the bus stops at requested destinations.
Badger said. UMaine Public Safety Judson said there is a Late Night
Department -teaches esccWs hocor-to—Locarsign atop Thebus, so it is
avoid risky situations and how to Ilan- identifiable.
Staff Writer
Fraternity suspended
for incident with semi-
nude men and sheep
(CPS) — A University of Washington
fraternity was suspended in late January
after residents were found semi-clothed
and in the company of two sheep dur-
ing initiation rites at their house.
UW's Interfraternity Council (IFC)
suspended the Theta Xi fraternity Jan.
24, even before the Seattle Animal Con-
trol Board finished its investigation in-
to the matter.
'The evidence presented clearly,
demonstrates (Theta Xi members') guilt'
and complete insensitivity to hazing and
animal rights," said a statement
issued by the 1FC, which refused to list
the exact charges bfought ag-iiiist the
house or to comment on whether the
sheep had been sodomized. - -
"It sounds like the stuff movies are
made of," said Jonathan Brant, head
of the lndianapolis-based National In-
terfraternitY Council (NIC). "It makes
me think of the movie 'Animal House.'
This is clearly against NIC rules, and
completely inappropriate."
Seattle police responding to a call Jan.
12, found pledges wearing only
underwear. Some had white grease on
their hands and peanut butter smeared
on their bodies. The officers reported
that the sheep appeared "overheated
and agitated."
The sheep and pledges were in a room
with a sign on the door that read,
"Nobody allowed except actives,
pledges with permission and cloven-
hooved animals."
Theta Xi members were unavailable
for comment.
Both Brant and Eric Berg, secretary
-of Washington's I VC,-sarthey Ilaven't
received other reports of animal abuse
bYfraternities. However, last January,
members of Washington's Delta, Up-
silon fraternity tossed a rooster to its
death from a 'classroom balcony.
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Experts say prepare for winter driving
By J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
When you drive in the winter or en-
joy seasonal reacreation, it's a good idea
to take precautions.
Alan Stormann, University of Maine
crime prevention officer, described how
winter driving conditions present a
number of dangers.
"The ice and snow are one of the
main hazards. The increased traffic on
campus, particularly during the
daytime, is also a hazard because we
have an unusual amount of pedestrian
traffic compared to the normal
communities.
"During the day, we have somewhere
between 15 and 17 thousand people on
this campus.. snow and ice create a pro-
blem with the ability to stop while driv.
ingát safe Speeds," he said.
According -to - Stormann.,_ black ice
presents another danger.
"Black ice is moisture on the road
that has frozen in spots where the sun
doesn't get at it. It leaves a real thin
layer of ice over the road. By the looks
you can't tell it until you're going across
it," he said.
"We have a lot of problems with that,
particularly on the interstates where
you'll be going along at 60-ot 65 on dry
surface and then hit an area like that and
go right into a skid," he said.
Stormann said it is important to drive
for conditions.
"In the wintertime, reduce your
s;ieed. Beware of black ice. Look for
any changes in your vision in the road-
way up ahead. A lot of times, you can
see a reflection of something and adjust
your driving speed and control for
it,." he said.
Stormann explained that defensive
driving can help prevent accidents.
"Drive with the attitude that you
want to give the other fellow the right
of way. Anticipate what can happen
ahead of you, what the hazards are."
he said.
Stormann said it is important to
prepare one's car for winter driving.
"I'd certainly recommend that you
carry blankets in the back of your vehi-
cle. Never let your gas get under half a
tank. It's good to have chains if you
have-Mem available," he said.
"Some other equipment yot4 might
want are flares or reflectors, in case you
break down beside the road. They do
even have emergency kits that can be
purchased with a CB-radio affair so you
can call for help," he said.
Stormann described the procedures to
follow if a car breaks down on the road.
"Get your vehicle off the roadway so
it won't get run into. Put up the hood
of your car. Put your four-way flashers
on and remain in the vehicle," he said.
"As soon as a police vehicle goes by,
they'll stop and render aid to you. Keep
you doors locked ,al all  tithes," Tie
said.
"And always wear your seat belt.
Make sure all infants are in infant car-
riers. Everybody under the age of 16, by
law has to have a seat belt on," he
said.
Walter Abbott, physical education
professor, described some dangers of
winter outdoor recreation. One of these
is hypothermia.
"The basic thing that hypothermia is
is lowering of the core temperature. It
doesh't have to lower a whole lot.
Around 95 degrees you really start to
run into some problems. If you get
down below 90 degrees then you have
some serious problems," he said.
Abbott characterized hypothermia as
the "killer of the unprepared."
"It occurs through party different
—things. fatigue, dampness, wind, im-
proper dress," he said.
Abbott described warning signs of
hypothermia.
"If your body is shivering itti saying
'I need help.' If you get damp in the out-
of-doors that's going to be a pretty good
sign," he said.
What others will see are the color of
the skin — if it becomes ashen grey,
slurred speech, lower activity level,"
he said.
Abbot listed ways of preventing
hypothermia.
"You dress properly. You don't do
things that would allow you to become
hypothermic. You don't sweat. You
don't lie around on the cold ground or
be exposed to the cold wind.
"Proper layering, proper dress, pro-
per nutrition all help," he said.
Abbott defined frostbite as what hap-
pens when the cells in the body begin to
freeze.
"The key is prevention. You can't
treat it. If your hands get cold, if your
feel get cold, you have to stop and
rewarm the parts. You also do it by pro-
per fitting of equipment, dry equipment
and layering," he said.
Abbott listed some precautions for a
day-long trip.
"Make sure you're dressed properly
and.;lhat you've got the right safety
equipment with you. Have some buddies
with you. It's very dangerous to go out
alone," he said.
"Take some water. Take some high-
energy snack food such as a trail mix,
cheeses, crackers, peanut butter,
fruit, " he said.
Abbott warned against learning a new
outdoor activity alone by trial and error.
"The main thing is, if you want to get
involved in an outdoor activity, you
need good leadership," he said.
Abbott recommended Maine Bound
on campus as a good place to get quali-
ty training from good leaders.
Students worried college will raise fees
(CPS) — Student leaders in West
Virginia are worried that cash-starved
college administrators are trying to gain
control over student fees on state
campuses.
A new state bill, which has yet to be
introduced, would give college
presidents greater power to determine
how student fee money is allocated to
campus groups in the state.
Currently, state colleges collect stu-
dent fees, which student governments
then pass out to groups.
The new proposals would lump all
student fees into two broad funds.
Students would have wide discretion
'Pier how to spend the money in one of
the funds, but college presidents can
choose to transfer the money out of the
fund when they need it.
"Because the presidents would have
the flexibility to move money into other
accounts, we're fearful that money for
student programs would get wiped
out," said West Virginia University
(WVU) student government president
Tom Gaziano.
Gaziano charged the idea really is just
a way to get students, as opposed to the
state legislature, to pay for much-needed
campus repairs and upkeep.
"The trend, more and more, is for
states to put the burden on students,"
Gaziano said.
Pizza wars at UNC
has threat of-lawsuit.
(CPS) — A meal plan at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
that lets students charge pizzas ordered
from certain stores has forced two local
businesses to close, and has another one
thinking about suing.
The meal plan has "hurt the entire
community," claims Doug Hampton,
owner of University Pizza, one of three
Chapel Hill pizzarias excluded from
UNC's dorm delivery pizza business.
Two of the businesses — Hungry
Howie's, and more recently, Checker's
— have closed down.
Under the plan, students can have piz-
za delivered to their campus rooms, and
charge the cost to their school food ser-
vice accounts.
While it's very convenient for
studen4_, local pizza business owners say
the, arrangement effectively helps huge
national corporations Ile Domino's
and the Pizza Hut put small, mom-and-
pop competitors out of business.
The Marriott Corporation's Carolina
Dining Services, which runs UNC's food
service, started the controvery in 1988,
when it signed a deal with Domino's Piz-
za to let students charge pizzas they
ordered from the local Domio's outlet.
The pact excluded other kinds of pizzas
from the plan.
After the other companies complain-
ed, Marriott reopened the bid process
!for the right to sell pizza to Chapel Hill
students, eventually adding Pizza Hut,
another national chain, and Gumby's,
a local pizzaria whose owner had
threatened to sue Carolina Food Ser-
vices, to the plan.
Under the deal, students who live on
campus have to deposit at least $100 a
semester into a "food" account. Using
their meal card, they can charge against
the account at on-campus eateries and,
off campus, at Domino's, Pizza Hut or
Gumby's_._
It's especially hurt TraTiWon's
business. Last term, when he had just
Domino's to contend with, he delivered
between 50 and 60 pizzas a night to
dorm residents. Since January, the
(see PIZZA page 5)
University of Washington students,
for example, organized a statewide lob-
bying effort last fall to propose a bill to
give student governments, not the Board
of Regents, power to decide how student
fees are spent.
The University of Idaho's student
gotternment threatened tp use student
fees to sue the state over another mat-
ter, but was stymied in October when
the state Board of Education ruled such
fees belong to the state, not students.
The issue has become more urgent in _
recent years as campus administrators,
short of money, have come to covet the
substantial sums collected for student
groups and clubs.
In recent years, students and ad-
ministrators have battled over who gets
to control and spend student fees at
Arapahoe Community College in Col-
orado, at the universities of Wisconsin-
Green Bay, Notre Dame, Nebraska,
Massachusetts-Amherst and Montana as
well as at Fordham, Indiana, Utah
State, California State and Alabama
State universities, among others.
With political anger about tuition
hikes mounting, moreover, ad-
- -
Ministrators nationwide have begun to
mask tuition increases by calling them
"fee" increases instead, some observers
say.
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Kids need ,better sex information
By J. Emil) Hathaway
Staff Writer
Parents, teachers and others who
work with children must do a better job
communicating with them about sex-
uality, according to Sandra Caron, a
University of Maine assistant professor
of family relations.
Caron's talk was the fourth in a
Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series
entitled "Sexual Behavior: Changing
Attitudes, Perceptions and Mores."
Caron opened her talk with a sample
of questions from college students she
has received for her "Sex Matters"
column.
"Do you have to have sex to have a
baby?...Can two people get stuck
together like dogs?.. .College students
know all about sex, right? They've
grown up with media presenting them
with all kinds of sexual messages. They
aren't as hung up and guilty as prior
generations, right? Wrong," she said.
Caron said that many college students
struggle with many of the same
misconceptions as students in the past.
"Many have unanswered questions.
Many feel they can't ask someone
without looking stupid. Many students
have what I would call a junior-high
mentality when it comes to sexuality,"
she said.
According to Caron, our society is
both sex-saturated and sex-silent.
"We value three things: ignorance,
trauma and secretiveness," she said.
She said in regard to sexuality our
society seems to hold the attitude that
it's better not to know.
"In a sense this seems strange-because
we live in a society that seems to value
education. Yet we have this attitude that
if we tell them about it they're going to
run out and do it," she said.
Caron described the childhood ex-
perience of one of her students when he
asked his parents how people make love.
"His father got up and left the room.
And his mother said, 'You'll know. God
will tell you when you get married,'"
she said.
Caron said trauma is often a part of
sexuality in our society.
"Scare the hell out of them so they'll
be afraid to do anything," she said.
"Or don't give them any information-
-let them trip and fall--seems to be
another value," she said.
According to Caron, few women have
been brought up to feel good about their
genitals.
"We all get these ideas that we're dir-
ty down there.. What's interesting about
being dirty down there is this is sup-
posedly the greatest gift you can give
your partner on your wedding night,"
she said.
Caron said that few of her students
received sexuality education from their
parents.
. Many learned from older siblings and
peers.
__ "In terms of sex education at school
most (students) got nothing. If anything—,
they got this one hour crash course,
Minnie Mouse menstruates kind of
thing," she said.
According to Caron many students
reported beleiving that pregnancy was
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caused by sitting on a toilet seat or just
getting married.
"In a sense no one reported using
birth control the first time they had
sex," she said.
Caron asserted that schools need to
teach more about sexuality.
"We teach the three R's: reading,
writing, arithmetic. We need a fourth R
and that's relationships," said.
Caron showed a Monty Python clip
in which a group of young school boys
in a sex education class watches their
teacher and his wife make love while
providing commentary.
"This is some parents' nightmare of
what sex education is," she said.
Caron said that a number of in.
dustrialized countries have programs of
sexuality education.
"Compared to these other nations the
United States has the highest rate of teen
pregnancy, abortion and sexually
transmitted diseases, she said.
Caron described a study in which
seven and eight-year-old Swedish and
American children were asked where
babies come from. The Swedish children
were very informed and articulate.
"They talked about Mommy and
Daddy sleeping together and Daddy
planting the seed, the vagina being a
special place where the baby grows,"
she said.
The American children had different
ideas about reproduction.
"For responses they got things like
the stork, God, birds and bees. None of
the American kids mentioned anything
about a father being involved at any
point," she said.
Caron said there is no evidence that
kids who receive sexuality education
will, as feared, run out and do it.
Play to be
performed
at Pavilion
Orono, Maine - "Trifles,' 4 subtle
analysis of domestic violence, will be
performed at the University of Maine's
Pavilion Theatre in conjunction with
Women's History Week.
The one-act play was written in 1916
by Susan Glaspell (1882-1948),
playwright and novelist who won the
Pulitzer Prize in 1931 for her play
"Alison's House."
Two free performances will be given
Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 2 and 7 p.m. at the
Pavilion Theatre. A third performance
will be presented at the Bangor Campus
Ballroom College Center Monday, Feb.
26 at 7:30 p.m.
The play describes the investigation of
the murder of a man in an isolated farm-
house. His wife is in jail accused of the
murder. The county attorney, the sheriff
and a neighbor conduct the investiga-
tion. Meanwhile, two women who came
along discover the truth by piecing
together the clues ignored by the men.
These "trifles" reveal a marriage laden
with abuse and despair.
Tom Mikotowicz, assistant professor
of theater, is the director, and thee.a..st
-of five is made up of local perfornwr..s, „
Anita Wilkinson, Chris Sargent, Mary
Olsen, Paul Welsh and John Filgas.
— Andrea Nouryeh of New York- Ci
is the dramaturg, a resource person who
researches the time period of the play.
Nick Lyman of Orono has written
original music for the play. Prior to the
performance, Lyman and Wilkinson
will give a vocal presentation of country-
blues songs.
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New law spurs return of containers
John Begin
Stuff Writer
Spurred by the urgings of dairy,
bakery, and grocery store owners to pass
a law forbidding the theft of their
business containers, the Maine State
Legislature has passed a bill making the
theft or possession of the containers a
civil violation.
Punishable by a $100 fine for each
violation and a $10 fine for each con-
tainer held in possession, the law, which
took effect on Jan. 1, 1990, applies to
wire or plastic dairy cases, as well as to
bakery baskets, egg baskets, and shop-
ping carts.
Under the law's stipulations, a fine
can be levied against an individual if the
containers in his possession meet the
following conditions
.The containerbas the name or nirlr t:
of the owner prominently displayed and
permanently affixed to it that identifies
the owner of the container;
• The name or mark contains a
notification that unauthorized removal
or possession of the container is a viol
tion of law; and .
• The name or mark lists a telep1óne
number or address for returning the
container to the owner.
Defacing, altering, cover g, or
removing the name of the ,Owner or
company from the container ,4s also pro-
hibited under the law.
The growing number /of container
thefts in recent years s ms from their
sturdy construction z4d usefulness M
storing materials. /
While bakeries/ egg farms, and
grocery stores have all been affected by
the theft of containers and shopping
carts in recent/Years, perhaps the dairy
industry ha./been the hardest hit by
theft, with ens of thousands of their
•Pizza 
1)!..„ /
4-k
4/44.
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Illustration by John Baer
hile the theft of milk crates has been a problem, Maine's new law requiring
the return of crates to their companies has been "deifnitely positive, " accor-
ding to Benji Grant, president of Grant's Dairy in Bangor.
plastic cases disappearing each year. year.
Bangor's Grant's Dairy, in particular,
has seen case losses of up to 30,000 a
number has dropped to about five a
night.
"The whole bidding process was com-
pletely bogus," saicrirainpton, whois —
considering legal action to invalidate
pizza contracts.
"The best possible situation is to leave
the market alone."
University Pizza has survived by of-
fering non-pizza items, but Hampton is
worried Marriott will try to contract
with other restaurant seFother
food 
Marriottitself has started selling piz-
za by signing on to operate small Pizza
Hut kiosks directly on school grounds
at nearly 80 other campuses this
academic year.
continued from page 3)
The corporation hasn't heard any
complaints about hurting local business,
said Marriott spokeswoman Kathy
Boyl-
"I don't know if it's as unfair as I
thought," said Dick Luna, president
of the Chamber of Commerce in Davis,
Calif., where Marriott recently put up
a Pizza Hut kiosk at the University of
California-Davis. Last August, after the
project got off the ground, Luna was a
vocal- 'critic, calling- -tbe plan -Unfair
competition.
Davis' pizza places haven't noticed
much difference. "There hasn't been
.any big change," said Cathy Wilkin-
son of Steve's Place, a pizza place near
UC-Davis.
••••
STUDENT CREDIT UNION
New Hours
Mon. 
 10=3 
Tues. 10-3
Wed. 9-12:30
Thur.
Fri. 10-1
Effective Immediately
Benji Grant, the company's president,
said that the dairy's normal volume of
cases does not change drastically over •
time.
"We break a few cases of course, and
we recycle the ones that aren't broken,
but we're losing 30,000 cases a year,"
he said. "Unfortunately, the cases have
gained the notoriety of being common
property."
While theft of the cases has been a
problem for the dairy, Grant said his
company has seen "definitely positive
effects" in case returns since the new law
was passed.
"We've seen a positive impact.
Specifically how many cases have been
returned, we have no idea," he said.
Grant said individuals possessing
cases were offered a grace period dur-
ing which they couid return the cases by
dropping them off either at the dairy or
at local supermarkets.
"We've had a lot of cases appear OIL_
the property on Sundays," Grant -
said.
Ron Picard, manager of Hancock
County Creamery in Ellsworth, said his
company has also experienced positive
results since the legislation was passed.
"We've had a very good response," _
he said. "We probably lose between 300---
and 500 cases a year, and we've had a -
couple hundred returned during the past
four weeks."
Alan Stormann, crime prevention
specialist at the University of Maine,
- -said he wasn't aware of anyone at .
UMaine being charged with possession
of the cases.
_"We had a problem with the crates in
the past, maybe three or four years ago,_
or longer than that," he said, "but
the problem was taken care of through
the enforcement process, and people
complied and returned the crates,"
Stormann said.
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Opinions
mixed on
timberwolves
By Michael Reagan Jr.
Staff Writer
A recent draft recovery plan by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has pro-
posed reintroducing timberwolves back
to Maine, b4,.t that may be a long way
off.
According to Paul Nickerson, chief of
the endangered species division of the
New England region of the Fish and
Wildlife Service, northeast and nor-
thwestern Maine were mentioned in the
recovery plan as a possible areas to rein-
troduce timberwolves.
Despite the draft, "The service is
years away from any introduction into
the state of Maine," -Nickerson said.
Along with the reivews and comments
the draft will be given, he said there will
also be numerous studies before any ac-
tual reintroduction project begins.
An earlier plan was drafted in 1977,
but the new plan has more information
on new areas for the wolves, Nickerson
said.
Timberwolves used to live in most of
the Eastern United States before they
were hunted and trapped into extinction
by early settlers and their descendants,
Nickerson said.
"In the old days, people kept a lot
more livestock than we do now and they
had a concept of wolves being snarling
killers," Nickerson said.
Seen as a threat to livestock and
perceived as hostile to human beings,
the timberwolves lived in Maine until
around 50 years ago, according to
Nickerson.
Other species like mountain lions and
the red wolf were hunted and trapped
like the timeerwolves because they too
were perceived as threats. The red wolf,
which lived in southern partt—Of the
United States, is now virtually extinct
except for some wolves found in zoos,
Nickerson said.
said the remaining timberwolves
that live in the United States are found
in Minnesota, Michigan, and Wiscon-
sin, _which is only.3 percent of their 
original domain.
Not everyone agrees with Nickerson
on timberwolves.'
"I'm not .really convinced we have a
historical. niche to be filled by the
timberwolves," said Kenneth Elowe
of the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries. and Wildlife. 
Elowe said Maine may have had a
type of wolf similar to the Eastern Cana-
dian wolf, which is more similar in size
and prey to the coyote than the
timberwolf.
The type of land in Maine that can be
offered for the timberwolves may not be
suitable for them either, Elowe said. He
said Maine has very little public land
and limited public access, which is what
timberwolves may need.
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Kappa Kappa
Psi serves
music dept.
By Andy Boynton
Special to the Campus
Kappa Kappa Psi is a national frater-
nal service society that was founded at
Oklahoma State University in 1919 to
promote and assist the university band
program.
It has since expanded to over 110
universities and colleges-and has includ-
ed the likes of John Philip Sousa,
Lawrence Welk, "Dizzy" Gillespie, and
Carl "Doc" Severinsen.
The fraternity was chartered at the
University of Maine on May 9, 1970,
and today claims a brotherhood of 19
memVeri; and a recent- pledge class of
nine.
Since the fraternity is so closely
associated with the band department, as
Chapter President Mike Cook explain-
ed, many students may not know a lot
about Kappa Kappa Psi.
"The recruitment is done within the
university bands," Cook said. "On
the flip side, if you are in a university
band, there's a good chance you have
heard of us.
"We're more service oriented, in one
specific area. Our broad purpose is that
we exist to serve the university band
director and the university bands, "
Cook explained.
---This has included assisting themar-
-cling band, setting up for deparMent
concerts, organizing an end-of-the-
semester band banquet, cleaning up
Lord Hall, and sponsoring a music
department semi-formal.
Kappa Kappa Psi is also in charge of
operating a band store located in Lord
Hall.
"It's to serve the needs of individual
students and their instruments. Reeds,
white gloves and band jackets for the
marching band, it's a service project.
It's not a real money-maker, " Cook
said.
In addition, the fraternity has been in
volved with several fundraisers, in-
cluding  ..car. washes, dances, bottle.
drives, and penny drives, to help in rais-
ing the money needed to send the mar-
ching band to Hawaii with the UMaine
football team next October.
Kappa Kappa Psi has worked at rais-
ing money to sponsor a full scholarship
for one high school student to attend the
Maine Summer Youth Music camp be-
ing held at UMaine: •
Although they are so closely tied to
the music department, many of Kappa
Kappa Psi's members, ironically, are
not music majors.
Tom Leonard, vice-president in
charge of membership, is a political
science/business administration double
major, while Willie Dionne, vice presi-
dent in charge of service, is majoring in
psychology.
Cook explained that this variety
creates a good mix within the
brotherhood.
"You get people from all different
walks of life. People from all different
backgrounds can have an interest in
music and take part."
Cook said that Kappa Kappa Psi, as
well as its sister sorority Tau Beta
Sigma, provides what can be a great
opportunity.
"I've gotten a lot-out of it; some of
my closest friends, including my
roomates. It's given me a chance to be
more active in the inner workings of the
music department and to participate in
something I feel very strongly about."
—
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Editorial
Right to die?
Who has the right to decide if a person should 
live
or die? Who has the right to decide if a person
should be kept alive through artificial means or if .:
they should be allowed to die naturally? And if someone has
already made his or her wishes known to family and friends,
should these wishes be allowed to be respected?
On January 20, 1989, 17-year-old Chad Swan of Turner
suffered severe head injuries in an automobile accident that
left him incapable of mental or physical activity. When his
doctors at Central Maine Medical Center in Lewiston told his
parents that there was no hope that Chad would recover,
they were forced to make one of the most heart-wrenching
decisions a parent could have to make — should they have
their son's feeding tubes removed and allow him to die, or
should they continue to keep him alive indefinitely? 
Chad himself said, "I don't ever want to end up like that —
I would want someone to let me leave, and let me pass away
and rest in peace," just eight days before his accident while
visiting a comatose friend at CMMC, his brother Scott
testified at a Superior Court hearing in early January.
Justice Thomas E. Delahanty II ruled that Chad's parents
could order the removal of a hydration tube and to refuse
the insertion of a new feeding tube for Chad. Delahanty
1110
YOU'RE IN
CGNTRoL,
Rico-yr?
granted a stay on his ruling when Androscoggin County
District Attorney Janet Mills appealed the ruling because
Chad was a minor when his "casual comments" were made,
and that they were not "an act of making a choice" or "an
informed decision."
If a minor's comments carry no weight, and if parents
can't decide for children once they have reached the age of So
me say the use of cliches is
18, people like Chad are left in a "legal limbo," the family's the acid 
test of a good writer.
lawyer argued. While not 
wanting to add insult
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court unanimously upheld —to injury, I have always felt that
Delahanty's decision on Jan. 23. The tube was removed and cliches are all in 
a day's work.
Chad died 12 days later. You either
 use them or. you
If anything can be learned from Chad's case, it is that it is don't.
important for our legislators to create a law to save families As luck woul
d have it, this
like Chad's from the extra emotional trauma of court hear- very subject came up in conver-
ings when the victims have already stated their wishes, and if sation the other
 day. Dave, a
the victims have not stated their wishes, the families should friend from high
 school who is
be allowed to decide for them. never at a los
s for words,
Chad finally got what he wanted and was allowed to "pass challen
ged me to list all the
away and rest in peace," but what about the next person in cliches I c
ould think of.
a similar situation? "You're bar
king up the
wrong tree.", I replied. "To
start a project like that would
be to bite off more than I can
chew."
'Unfortunately, he had a
bone to pick and repeated the
challenge.
"Instead of listing all of the
cliches, how about this burning
question. ", he said, "Can
you come up with 60 different
cliches in one hour?"
"I think I probably could,
-but why should I bother?" I
asked.
"Why not," he replied.
Faced with this stunning
display of logic, I relented.
Because of the late hour, I was
to get up bright and early the
next morning and begin the list.
I knew I would have to be a
busy bee to meet the deadline,
but it was worth it.
I retired for the night and,
like the calm before the storm,
slept peacefully.
When I awoke, cool as a
cucumber, I began the list. It
was quickly apparent this
wasn't my cup of tea.
After 20 minutes I had a list
of only 14 cliches.
That in itself should have
been a dead giveaway that
failure was imminent. Never-
theless I was determined to
triumph in this epic struggle.
The possibility of facing the
music of defeat drove me even
harder to put a feather in my
cap.
F
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A word to the wise
Damon Kiesow
Still the cliches came few and
—
far between. -
First and:foremost in -my-
mind was the fact that I may
have put my foot in my mouth.
That thou_ght really got my
dander up. Of course it goes
without saying that I was will-
ing to take this exercise with a
grain of salt.
Unfortunately I could see the 
handwriting on the wall. Dave
would go head over heels if he
was to win the bet. Well I in-
tended to leave him high and
dry.
I leaned over backwards to
come up with cliches. Soon the
list grew by leaps and bounds.
Leaving no stone unturned in
the effort I came up with 16
more in the next 10 minutes.
The contest was becoming a
matter of life and death for me.
No matter if it took me an hour
or a month of Sundays I was
going to get the 60 cliches.
Of course if I didn't get them
within the next 30 minutes it 
would be a moot point.
Finding the next 5 cliches was
like looking for a needle in a
haystack. I had almost conced-
ed defeat again when, no
sooner said than done, they
began to flow again.
It was the kind of thing that
happens only once in a blue
moon. I wasn't about to ques-
tion it, when opportunity
knocks you have to take
advantage.
With less than 20minutes IeftI.I
I began to pick and choose my
cliches carefully. I played it by
ear and slowly the list grew
towards my goal.
I was nowIleonfident of vic-
tory. I had only 19 cliches to
go.
But the powers-that-be saw it
differently. While I racked my
brains the clock began to seal
my fate.
I breathed a sigh of relief as
a couple more came to mind.
They were definitely a sight for
sore eyes as I wrote them down.
I glanced at the clock with a
stiff Upper lip,only 10 mint' C_T-$7-
left.
'---Ten minutes. That was the
straw that broke the camel's
back. Being stubborn as a mule
I took a dim view of coming
this close and still losing.
I threw caution to the wind
and ho-Ped-thif wd1dTiØ the
scales. Quickly a couple more
came to mind. They might be
too little, too late but I wrote
them down anyway.
Then they started to come to
me again. Cliches flowed onto
the paper, too numerous to
mention. I felt that I had turn-
ed over a new leaf and avoided
an untimely end to the contest.
I quickly recounted the list
and found it five short of the
necessary 60.
Without hesitation I jotted
down the final few cliches need-
ed to round out the list. I im-
mediately put the pen down and
washed my hands of the affair.
When all was said and done I
had 61 cliches, just over my
goal.
Without further ado I must
leave you with this word to the
wise. Don't try this trick at
home. It will leave you much
the worse for wear.
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Response
Headline was misleading
To the editor:
The last edition of this paper
contained an article titled,
"Child Abuse Reports on Rise
in Maine: Psychology Pro-
fessor Questions Number of
Cases, Harm to Young Vic-
tims." Although the article
faithfully reports some of my
views, I believe that the
headline is quite misleading.
The article states that I said the
frequency of child sexual abuse
is "signifirant — much more
frequent than most people
think." In my talk I discussed
how the majority of the studies
report incidence rates of bet-
ween 20-40 percent for females
and rates between 10-20 percent
for males. The question I rais-
ed is a somewhat technical one
regarding epidemiology — We
have evidence to believe the sex-
ual abuse of children is quite
frequent, although we don't
know the exact prevalence. The
headline of the article, "Pro-
fessor Questions Number of
Cases," connotes that I believe
(hat many cases are false
reports. This is neither my
belief nor the question that I
raised. 4t has been my clinical
experienee-thlt -children -are
much more accurate reporters
of abuse than the adults that
are being accused of being
abusers.
Second, I did not question
that sexual abuse harms
Headline misleading II
To the editor:
The headlines of a recent ar-
ticle in the Maine Campus,
"Child Abuse Reports On the
Rise,- Psychology Professor
Questions Number of Cases
and Harm to Young Victims,"
were outrageously misleading,
given what therapists, social
workers and survivors have
documented about the level of
abuse (high) and the damage
that results (long-term and
devasting).
The article went on to discuss
Freud's "seduction theory"
where he hypothesized that pa-
tients reporting such abuse were
either fantasizing or had actual-
ly played the role of the seduc-
tive partner.
What the article didn't say is
IN-a—Freud originally *rote a
paper stating his conviction that
such abuse did happen and that
adult patients coming to him
for therapy were displaying a
wide range of dysfunctional
behaviors and fears resulting
from the abuse.
Freud presented this paper to
his colleagues at a professional
meeting and was ostracized,
ridiculed and professionally
ostracized by them until he "re-
thought" his conclusions and
hypothes-ized the- fallacious
"seduction theory" described
in the Maine Campus article.
Abusing children for adult
gratification has been a dark
secret of human society for
generations and it is only
recently_ that victims have
received the -support they need
to talk about what was done to
them. Unfortunately, 100 years
after Freud society-continues to
exhibit the same urge to deny
the reality of child sexual abuse.
Headlines and articles like this
one in--the s Maine Campus,
however unwittingly, only serve
to re-victimize the suntivors of
such abuse.
Cathy Marquez
Career Center
children. I did question the
assertions and arguments of
pedophile groups which at-
tempt to indicate that adult-
child sexual conduct is not
harmful. The body of the arti-
cle states that I state that these
groups "...are wrong. They're
.self serving. They vastly
underestimate the effects abuse
has." I spoke of a case in which
a victim even many years after
the abuse stopped would sleep
under her bed rather than on
 
top of it betause her step-father
would abuse her in bed.
I hope that your readers were
not misled by this unfortunate
headline and if they were that
the body of the article and my
comments above can help to
clarify my actual position.
William O'Donohue, Ph.D.
UM Department of Psychology
Karod: thanks for
voting, it was fun
To the editor:
I would like to start this let-
ter off with a sigh of relief. The
elections are over! I ran as a
write-in candidate for ROC,
and although 1 did not win, it
was fun. To all of the people
who supported me in my effort,
and to all those who voted,
thank you.
One thing is clear from the
--Tesults_of _the ROC elections:
_many people want a change in
the leadership of ROC. Even
though the elections are over,
not all is lost. There are many
things the students on campus
can do to straighten out ROC.
I would like to see everyone on
— campus demand what is due
them. Sometimes it is easy to be
lulled into passivity by those
who say they have everything
under control. Find out for
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To the editor:
Concerning your editorial of
2/12 (Meet the New Party Line)
you make a very valid point.
The new "party lins;-' being put
into effect by the Soviet Union
does tend to make us look "op-
pressive."
But I take issue with your
representation of the U.S. in
your call for "the U.S. to re-
main a positive world in-
fluence."
Remain a positive influence?
Maybe it's time we all woke up
and smelled the cat foäd folks.
For every example of the "evil
empire" at work (Andropov,
Brezhnev, Chernenko, the
"party line" of strained rela-
tions with the U.S. about
foreign policy, intervention in
Afghanistan, arms build-up in
eastern Europe, and suppres-
yourselves why things are not
running well at ROC. Become
active in residence hall or area
board government. The ones
who lead do not always sit at
the front of the room.
To those now on the ROC
executive board I issue this
charge: be responsible.
Students on campus are
dissatisfied, and you have the
power to change that. Develop
a better system of communica-
tion between the individual stu-
dent and ROC. This week, for
example, there was no listing in
the Campus Crier about the
movies to be shown by ROC.
With a higher profile, more
students will want to become
involved. There is definitely
room for improvement.
Tom Karod
Gannett Hall
sion of human rights in the
satellite nations of the Soviet
Union) named in your editorial,
the U.S. has its own example.
How about Nixon, Reagan,
Bush, the U.S. "party line" of
strained relations with the
Soviets, the U.S.'s interven-
tions in various South and Cen-
tral American countries, the
U.S.'s buildup of arms, not just
in eastern Europe, but
everywhere, and the suppres-
sion of human rights in the
"satellite nations" of the U.S.,
as in Central America.
I think a more realistic
assessment would be that we
need to follow the Soviets, not
continue "to remain a positive
world influence" that, frankly,
hasn't been positive.
Robin Simmons
Orono
^
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AIDS strikes without discrimination
Adam Tonzi and Tanya Hovel' purchase a "condomgram'# from Eric Richmond
as part of National Condom Week. Condoms with nonoxynal-9 have proven to
be effective in combating transmission of the AIDS virus.
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
Rock Hudson.
Liberace.
Andy Warhol.
Tom Fox.
Four Men. One disease.
While most are familiar with Hudson
the screen star, Liberace the Picasso of
piano, and Warhol the American artist,
one hesitates on Fox. Yet he, like the
famous trio, autumned to AIDS.
Autumn is, after all., "a period of
maturity verging on decline."
Fox, an advertising account represen-
tative, was featured in the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution's Aug. 20, 1989
edition. Following the life and death of
Fox, the Constitution's Steve Sternberg
and Michael Schwarz captured on paper
and film the struggle of one man ravag-
ed by a destructive and unmerciful
disease.
Above all, they demonstrated a
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youth with
potential for postsecondary education. Work in the program is excellent professio
nal and pre -
professional experience fix those interested in careers in teaching. counseling or other human services.
This is an invaluable opportunity for career development in the helping professions.
ENGLISH TEACHER
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION TEACHERS
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS
COMPUTER SCIENCE TEACHER
• (Coursework in teacher education is preferred,
Expertise in subject area is essential.)
COUNSELOR-IN-RESMENCE
(MEd. in Counselor or MA in psychology preferred
_ 
_ Should be available to live in dorm.)
RESIDENTIAL LIFE COUNSELORS
htter cxperien group .06. And peer counseling. Ito...Tact anu sophomores, junior,
seniors and graduate students with good human relations skills may apply.)
SCIENCE/OUTDOOR EDUCATION COORDINATOR
ASST. SCIENCE/OUTDOOR EDUCATION COORDINATOR
(Should have environmental science background, experience in leading camping trips 1
WORK EXPERIENCE COORDINATORS
(Should have organizational skills, be willing to do detailed paperwork Employment begins in Ma.
WORKSHOP COORDINATOR
(Should have organizational skills and be able to work flexible hours)
NURSE/HEALTH EDUCATOR
(RN preferred; should he available to live in dorm)
HORIZON COORDINATOR
(Should have organizational skills, be willing to work closely with 20-25 students.
strong communications skills required)
Summer Work-Study funding is necessary for some Upward Bound positions To 
apply to Summer
Work-Study, go now to your Financial Aid Office and pick up a financial aid application packet_ You
must complete the FAF and have it in the mail by February 15 at the latest. UMaine s
tudents mutt
, also complete and return a Summer Work Stud. application h. Npril 10 Room and hoard arc prov uc.
fur residenual life positions and may he available for corm. oilier'
UPWARD BOUND; 35 Shibles Hall; UMaine; Orono, 04469
Telephone: 581-2522
crucial point: AIDS strikes all,
regardless of occupation, age, color,
sexual persuasion or fame. It is a non-
discriminatory disease that knows no
preference, no fancy.
What is AIDS?
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-
drome is a virus that attacks the body's
immune system, leaving victims suscep-
tible to infections and cancers. As a
result, persons infected with the disease
do not die from AIDS. Rather, they die
from complications brought on by the
virus, the American College Health
Association said. These complications
range from pneumonia to tuberculosis
to cancer.
"It's a virus which works verreffec-
tively within the cellular immunity
system to take over how these cells work_±
or don't work," said Dr. Mari
Jackson, director of the University of
Maine's Student Health Services.
"It's an incredibly uncomfortable
way to die," added Ruth Lockhart,
health educator at Cutler Health Center.
"You die of opportunistic infections
you're vulnerable to because HIV shuts
down the defense system."
HIV, or Human Immunodeficiency
Virus, is the actual virus that causes
AIDS. It also produces milder illnesses
called AIDS-Related Complex (ARC).
"Persistant enlargement of lymph
nodes, chronic fatigue, fever, weight
loss, night sweats and abnormal blood
counts are typical features (of
ARC)," the association said.
Extremely fragile, the virus "is found
in certain body fluids, most notably in
blood, semen and vaginal secretions,"
the association reports. "There is no
evidence the AIDS virus is transmitted
by saliva or tears."
While persons living with AIDS will
die, those with ARC may improve, re-
main the same, or progress to AIDS
itself, the association said.
The HIV Antibody Test -
To refer to is as the_"Alps test" _
wouliThe incorrect, since it is hot a test--
for AIDS. Rather, the "test" searches 
for antibodies to the virus that causes
AIDS, or HIV antibodies, according to
the association.
"A positive test means you have been
infected with the HIV. It is not a
diagnosis of AIDS," they said. A
negative test indicates that "you pro-
bably have not developed antibodies to
HIV."
Who's al Risk?
Because the virus is present in blood,
semen and vaginal secretions, anyone
swapping these bodily fluids with an
HIV-positive person is at risk. That is,
"AIDS is transmitted by intimate sex-
ual contact and by exposure to con-
taminated blood," the association
reports.
"The number one myth is that only
gay men get (AIDS)." Lockhart said.
"The majority of people in thie_wito-
try get AIDS through sexual contact —
heterosexual sex, homosexual sex, bisex-
ual sex. The virus goes both ways."
Others at risk include intravenous-
drug users and babies of infected
mothers. "Babies have gotten AIDS
because HIV may be transmitted from
an infected mother to her child before
or during birth, or in breast milk after
birth," the association said.
Although those receiving blood
(see AIDS page 11)
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transfusions were previously at risk, as
of March 1985, "new methods of pro-
cessing blood products have sharply
reduced the chance of transfusing HIV
in blood or blood derivatives," the
association said.
The Statistics
According to the National AIDS
Hotline, which keeps its location con-
fidential, as of Dec. 31, 1989, 117,781
Americans have been diagnosed with
"full-blown" AIDS. Additionally,
70,313 have died as a result of the virus.
In Maine, 163 have been diagnosed
with the disease, with 79 dying from it,
the AIDS-Line in Portland reports.
Although these numbers are quite
significant, they reflect reported cases
only. It is the number of unreported
cases that have health officials
concerned.
"One and a half million to two
million are infected," Lockhart said.
The problem is that many do not realize
students to "... get it done
while we have the efficient setup here in
the basement. Everything must be com-
pleted by Monday."
According to Jackson, by next fall all
students, both freshmen and upper
classmen, will be required to supply up-
dated immunization records.
"Next year, there will be no waiver.
If a student supplies no record, come
September 1st, when that student can-
not register, there will be no tears. They
will have had all summer," he said.
"You (the students) see what this
(lack of updated records) did to us this
year. A problem of this magnitude can-
not be allowed to reoccur."
Jackson expected to have up to 1500
students immunized by 6 p.m. on Thurs-
day, and to have the process completed
by Friday afternoon.
He said the health center staff was
"...doing fine but were getting tired. It's
been a long week,"
(continued from page 1)
He commended the entire health
center staff for their help, especially in
the reviewing of Student health records
earlier in the week, and also thanked dif-
ferent departments for their assistance
in the past week, including: the printing
office, the registrars' office, the
Residential Life staff, the department
chairpersons and the theater depart-
ment, for providing floodlights for bet-
ter vision in the center's basement
(where the immunizations are taking
place).
Jackson said, "Everyone has assum-
ed a leadership role and has shown
definite concern for the students'
welfare
As for the students, Jackson com-
mended them for being "extremely
cooperative and agreeable." He said he
hopes the cooperation would extend
throughout the rest of Thursday and in-
to Friday.
Uncertainty surrounds
faculty immunizations
By Amy Backer
Volunteer Writer
According to Betsy_Allin, manager
of employee health at the University
of Maine Office of Human
Resources, student health records
must be kept on an easily accessible
Ilk.
The rapidity with which health
records were reviewed before the
mass immunization this past Thurs-
day is due to this type of student
health file, which Allin herself helped
to create while still at Cutler Health
Center.
However, Allin said "... no state
law requires that any sort of medical
information concerning University
faculty or employees be made
available at all ..." for the purpose
of maintaining university health
records.
Therefore, there is no way of ascer-
taining which employees may need
additional immunization unless those
individuals have personal access to
their health records or contact their
physician.
Dr. Mark Jackson, director of
Cutler Health Center, said the first
measles vaccinations were perform-
ed upon school children in 1956.
More effective forms of the vaccine
Appeared in 1963, 1968, and 1980.
However, anyone born before 1956
is considered to have a natural im-
munity developed through exposure
to the measles virus and need not be
vaccinated (natural immunity is con-
ferred through viral exposure).
Jackson said "...anyone over 32
years of age has little, if any, need for
concern."
Jackson said he had met with the
Residential Life staff, the Faculty
Senate, and every department
chaixpei son, and believes the level of
communication with faculty and
employee groups had been infor-
mative and "aggressive."
Any employee who requires a vac-
cination or Sashes to have one may
go to Cutler for the procedure, at a
fee of $26.00.
Allin said she believes all campus
departments would be notified by
their directors, who have had com-
munication with Jackson.
Dale MacDonald, Director of
Human Resources, said copies of a
letter containing general information
about the measles outbreak had been
sent to be posted in the different
departments across campus, and this
notification took place on Wednes-
day afternoon.
Earlier in the day, two Residential
Life employees expressed concern
that they had not been directly in-
formed of the outbreak, and that any
information received had come to
them "through the grapevine."
Those employees who have ques-
tions about the measles outbreak can
contact their department chairperson
for additional information.
they have the virus. "This is why peo-
ple have to protect themselves. "
By the year 2000, it is estimated that
up to six million will be infected with the
AIDS virus, she said.
AIDS and the University
While there have been no reported
cases of AIDS at UMaine, officials
recognize the unique situation a univer-
sity campus creates.
"The real issue for us is not only are
students sexually active. It's students
tend to be sexually active with more per-
sons," said Dr. Jackson. "They are
experimenting with sex."
Jackson said sex is more of a risyy
phenomenon for students as opposed to
a 50-year-old.
Students engaging _in- high-risk sex-
uatily for the first time, including oral
and anal sex, "don't have the com-
munication skills to share openly with
their partner," he said. "They're not
necessarily up front."
"(AIDS) is more of an issue on cam-
puses because of the age group,"
Lockhart said.
"The 18 to 25 age group has been hit
hard," the health educator continued,
adding that the American College of
Health Association and the Centers for
Disease Control report that 2.7 out of
1,000 students are infected with
She said these ages are targeted
because they often involve years of ex-
perimentation with sex and drug use.
"That particular age group
developmentally feels that (AIDS) won't
happen to them," Lockhart said.
"AIDS affects young people," with
the majority falling in the 18-to 42-year-
old age bracket, she said.
Adding to the problem is the fact that
(continued from page 10)
"college students are reluctant to use
condoms," Lockhart said. As she told
the Campus in January, "barring
abstinence, condoms are the best pro-
tection against transmission of STD's
(sexually transmitted diseases) and
AIDS."
However, Lockhart said she believes
students are "getting better" about us-
ing condoms. As evidence of this,
Lockhart said she distributed 15,000
condoms, her entire supply for the 1989-
90 _academic year, last semester. Now
free condoms are available on a "limited
basis, " she said.
Despite the state's relatively low rate
of AIDS cases, Lockhart reminds
students that "the University of Maine
has people from all over the place."
Moreover, "Maine has one of the
highest teen pregnancy -and- STD
rates," Lockhart said.
Before long, these unsafe behaviors
will lead to more AIDS, she said.
University Policy
In anticipation of the inevitable rise
in AIDS cases, university officials have
established a campus AIDS policy.
"Students and employees with AIDS
or evidence of the HIV infection shall
be afforded the same unrestricted
classroom att;ndance, working condi-
tions, use of university facilities and par-
ticipation in university activities as any
other member of our community,"
the policy states.
"This open policy is in accordance
with current scientific information an
knowledge which indicates that in-
dividuals with AIDS pose no risk to
other individuals in the normal
(see VIRUS page 12)
The Old Town Police Department (827-5551)
The Orono Police Department (866-4451)
The UM Public Safety Department 081-4001
The UM Substance Abuse Services (581-4616)
-•
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academic setting," the policy said.
"We have a very good, non-
discriminating policy," Lockhart said.
"If a person comes forward they will be
allowed to continue work and going to
class and living in the resident halls."
Stressing education and community
awareness, the policy encourages
students having AIDS or the HIV infec-
tion to advise a university physician of
the condition.
While Cutler Health Center does not
administer HIV testing, it does refer
students interested in undergoing the test
to the Bangor STD Clinic.
Cutler does not do the testing because
it cannot offer both the pre- and post-
counseling that should "really" accom-
pany it, Dr. Jackson said. "The law in
Maine requires in-depth counseling
before the test is done," Lockhart
added
The Bangor clinic will administer the
for $15, she said. Arrangements will
also be made for those who don't have
the money.
University Education and Research
Having received grant funding from
the state's Bureau of Health, the univer-
sity has compiled a manual on how to
teach AIDS on college campuses,
Lockhart said. The grant also allowed
the university to host an AIDS con-
ference last semester.
Lockhart said UMaine's Dr. Sandra
Caron is also currently involved in
AIDS-related research. Caron, an assis-
tant professor of family relationships,
is participating in a national study on
college students' behaviors and attitudes
toward AIDS.
Myths
It has often been said that ignorance
breeds fear. And with AIDS, ignorance
also breeds myths and untruths.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and the U.S. Public Health Ser-
vice, AIDS cannot be contracted from
swimming pools, eating utensils, hugg-
ing or shaking hands.
"No one has ever gotten the AIDS
virus from a mosquito or any other in-
sect bite, or from a toilet seat, urine, ex-
crement, sweat, saliva, or :Nen a kiss,"
the health organizations said.
Another myth is, "I would know if
somebody I'm close to has AIDS,"
Lockhart said. As she explained, "the
vast majority have no symptoms."
"Only having sex with an uninfected
person" is safe, Lockhart said. "If
there's any doubt, you must use a latex
barrier, and the best one is con-
doms."
It is also reported that using a sper-
micide containing nonoxynal-9 may pro-
vide additional protection against HIV.
Currently, university dispensing
machines provide condoms with sthe
nonoxynal-9 spermicide.
Likewise, a latex square, or dental
dam, it-tecommended as a barrier,
Lockhart said. A small piece of latex,
the square is "placed over the vaginal
opening or anus during oral sex," the
health association said.
GUEE LLCII.J12E 6WIES
A BOARD OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT
— 
presents —
Stan Waterman
The master of cinematograp4y
shatters the shark myth, and gives an inside
look at the business of making movies.
Tuesday Feb. 20, 8:00pm
Maine Center for the Arts
Free Admission
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT AT WORK "
 
(continued ,from page 11)
The Bottom Line
There is no cure for AIDS.
While research on vaccines has been
occurring, "every time they think they
have a breakthrough the virus
changes," Lockhart said. For now,
the only hope for persons living with
AIDS is AZT.
"AZT is a treatment that prevents the
virus from replication. It extends the
, life," the health educator said. Yet, it
does not cure.
Meanwhile, as the statistics grow.and
AIDS strengthens its grip of terror,
society must learn how to live with in-
fected persons.
"Treat them as you'd treat anyone,
with illness," Lockhart said. "Be
there for them — listening, talking and
available to assist.
"Continue to treat them as you did -
before you fotiiid out they hid ,
AIDS," she said.
For more information on AIDS and
HIV antibody testing, contact the
Bangor STD Clinic at 947-0700 or the
National AIDS Hotline at
1-800-342-AIDS.
Students
protest fee
increases
(CPS) — Trying to keep the lid on an-
nual tuition hikes, students at Pacific
Lutheran University in Washington and
Syracuse University in New York spent
the last week in January protesting pro-
posed increases.
At Pacific Lutheran, where •ad-
ministrators proposed raising prices next
school year by 11.6 percent to $10,449,
about 900 students signed a petition
blasting the proposed hike, the largest
one in four years.
The proposed increase, said student
—government president Brian Slater, "is
for more more money than what they
need to run the university effective-
Students at Syracuse finished a week-
long boycott Feb. 2 of the school's main
dining facility and bookstores to protest
a 9.94 percent increase, which will bring
the cost of tuition to $11,728 per
academic year.
"We are trying to impose economic
sanctions upon the university," said
boycott organizer Carl Shidlow.
Syracuse spdkesman Parry eddes
dismissed the protest, saying the boycott
"does not seem helpful to the cause of
the students who seek a quality educa-
tion at reasonably controlled tuition
levels. "
The demonstrations could be the
beginning of another round of protests
similiar to last year, when students at the
University of New Mexico, Rutgers
University in New Jersey and the City
University of New York system angrily
reacted to announcements of tuition
hikes.
Most institutions spend January,
February and March making initial pro-
posals for what to charge students for
the next academic year.
For example, the Utah Board of
Regents recommended a 3 percent in-
crease for two-year schools and a 7 per-
cent hike for four-year institutions in
1990-91.
The Florida Board of Regents propos-
ed raising tuition at state campuses by
15 percent.
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Single parenting can be rewarding
By J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
Despite a number of serious
challenges, single parenting can be a
rewarding, positive experience that
results in a well adjusted, happy fami-
ly, according to Dosothy Breen, a
University of Maine assistant professor
of education and counselor education,
and a single parent.
Breen's talk was the third in a five-
part series, "Families in Transition, "
sponsored by the UMaine Employee
Assistance Program and the UMaine
Focus on Families: Infant and Early
Childhood Family Support Initiative.
Breen described some of the
challenges single parents face.
"They've sustained a loss of some
kind: death, divorce, separation, deser-
tion, Of never having been married.
Because of that loss, there can be many
unresolved emotions," she said.
One of these emotions can be anger,
she said.
"The children can be angry with the
father and take the anger out on the
mother. The mother can be angry with
the father and take her anger out on the
children. "
Breen said a biological parent or child
may be residing in another household.
"A deceased parent may not be
physically present but is psychological-
ly alive and can be idealized. And that's
a challenge," she said. "With a non-
custodial parent who is still alive but
rarely seen, it can be the same. "
Money is one of the major challenges.
"Naturally there's going to be less of
it because there's only one income.
Generally in two parent families there
are two incomes," she said.
Single-mother families — the majori-
ty of single parent families — have less
income than single-father families.
"Women earn less generally than men
do. Women will be generally less
educated and have fewer‘ experiences
than men. Almost half of all single-
mother families live below the poverty
level. Many fathers do not pay child
support," she said.
The single parent is responsible for
everything.
"You don't divide chores. And it's_
not just the chores. It's being aware that
you're responsible all the time with no
breaks," she said. --
Often the single parent has no other
adult to consult with.
"We become dependent on the
children. Sometimes they become our
confidants, and that's too much respon-
sibility for a child, " she said.
But it can be important for the parent
to let z child know the reasons behind
when he or she is especially stressed.
"Otherwise they think you're mad at
them. Children are good at blaming
themselves," she said.
A single father may have trouble
managing chores and expect the children
Chinese students worried
about being sent home
(CPS) — Leaders of Chinese students
studying in the United States say they
are "disappointed" that Congress fail-
ed to override President Bush's veto of
a bill that would have let them stay in
the U.S., and are "really worried" the
president might break his promise not
to send them home yet.
On Jan. 25, the U.S. Senate fell four
votes short of overturning Bush's veto
of a bill that would have ensured that
the 40,000 Chinese students and scholars
on U.S. campuses this year could stay
here even after their visas expire. ,
China, of course, has executed or
uprooted thousands of students who
participated in the pro-democracy
movement there. Chinese students here
vigorously protested the June massacre
of an estimated 3,000 pro-democracy ac-
tivists in Beijing. Many of the students
who marched in front of Chinese
government offices inifieU:SThad their
pictures taken by diplomatic officials,
and fear they will have to stand trial if
they are sent home.
Two of China's "most wanted" pro-
democracy activists — Pei Min Xin and
Wu'er Kaixi — are now studying in the
U.S., at Harvard University and
another, unnamed, Boston-area
campus.
Hoping to re-establish contact with
the Chinese government, however,
President Bush-in-December vetoed a
bill that would have let Chinese na-
tionals stay in the U.S. indefinitely.
At the same time, he issued an ex-
ecutive order saying that, while he didn't
want to sign the bill, he would not force
anyone to leave the U.S.
"No student, as long as I am presi-
dent, will be sent back, " Bush
pledged.
Nevertheless, Chinese students are
fearful that, without a law on the books,
Bush might find it diplomatically
-
necessary to send them home.
"We feel very disappointed," said
Xu Guanghan of the Association of
Chinese Students and Scholars at Stan-
ford University. "We're really worried
to do a lot if he's the `tustodial parent.
"If he's the noncustodial parent, he
may not feel involved in parenting,"
she said.
The larger society poses other
challenges to the single parent by often
not understanding or accepting single
parent families.
"Fifty percent of the children born to-
day will be in single parent families
before they're 18. That means the tradi-
tional nuclear-family is no longer the
norm. Yet society expects that it is the
norm," she said.
The single mother who is divorced
may be especially rejected and neglected
by other adults.
"The woman is looked at as more at
fault than the man. The woman is look-
ed at 'as not having held the relationship
together," she said.
Even new freedoms- can -be a
challenge.
"Making new relationships can be
stressful. Starting a new activity can be
stressful," she said. Children in single
parent families can have strong emo-
tional concerns. They may fear
abandonment.
"They've lost one parent in a sense.
So they know it's possible to lose one
parent and they may lose another,"
she said.
Children can worry about the family.
"Not wanting to hurt their mother's
feelings, thinking about which parent
they'd rather live with, dealing with a
stepfather," she said.
Breen said single parents should learn
to just say no in order to keep their lives
manageable.
"Just say no to too many new
freedoms. Know how much you can
take, how many new relationships, how
many new activities. You have the right
to choose.
"Just say no to the unrealistic
demands of children, ex-spouse,
parents, in-laws and friends. Be confi-
dent in what you think is right for your
family," she said.
Breen stressed the importance of
single parents being organized.
"Keep a calendar on your refrigerator
with what's going on that week," she
said.
Breen advised single parents to find
or establish a support group.
"It's a good idea to get together with
other single parents to share ideas, to
share responsibilities," she said.
Breen said it's important_ for single
parents to relax.
"Remember to enjoy yourself. Take
time out every day for some activity that
relieves stress for you," she said.
Breen ended the talk by discussing
some of the assets and strengths single
parent families may have. These includ-
ed communication, nurturing, shared
goals and hopes, closeness, chances to
learn new skills and tolerance for a wide
range of lifestyles.
that President Bush might revoke his ex-
ecutive order. His understanding differs
from our understanding of what is a
normal situaion in China."
Under Chinese law, students whose
visas expire must return to China for
two years before they can apply for a
new visa.
•Chi 
Chi.
Silsby agreed, and said, "With the
assistance of the university and
general international fraternity, we
are taking steps to move our chapter
back in the direction of the goals and
ideals our fraternity stands for. "
"The assualt appears to be what
brought the case (of code three viola-
tions) into the open," Lucy said.
Code three arerules fraternities
continued from page 1)
and sororities must adhere to in order
to maintain a local chapter at
UMaine.
In the last week, "there has been
every indication from university of-
ficials that they would like to keep
Greek life alive and well on this cam-
pus," Silsby said.
"We're all affected by it. It's an
unfortunate incident," said Silsby.
UM STUDENTS- GET FREE TICKETS WITH YOUR ID!
(See Ticket Office for details)
Tickets Still
Available
THE LATE
GREAT LADIES OF
BLUES & JAZZ
Friday, February 16 at 8 pm
Broadway actress & singcr Sandra
Reaves-Phillips performs the music of
Billie Holiday, Bessie Smith, Mahalia
Jackson and others-with a live band.'
Presenud as a part of Black History
Month
For Tickets & informatiodi (207) 5814755
All Seats Reserved. Charge by phone 9-4 Weekdays. Ticket Office window open 9-4
weekdays and I 8cI/2 hours before every event.
Visa/MasterCard/Cheeks/Cash
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono
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Sports
Andrew Neff
Green well worth
42 dollars?
How much is Kansas City Royals
reliever Mark Davis worth? Can I af-
ford to keep Mike Greenwell on my
roster another year for $42. Is Dave
Righetti going to be a reliever or a
starter for the Yankees this season?
Do these kinds of questions sound
familiar to you? They should if
you're a member of a fantasy
baseball league.
Rotisserie Baseball is the better-
known term for the growing craze
that has swept the nation.
It won't be too long before Tues-
day and Wednesday copies of USA
Today sell out before noon at the
Memorial Union newstand, as all the
baseball junkies and fantasy league
aficionados on the Orono campus
satisfy their weekly need for the latest
statistics.
In Rotisserie Baseball, average fans
become general managers of their
own fantasy teams and acquire
players through a "draft" each year.
The draft is the reason people like
me start asking questions like the
ones asked earlier this time of the
year.
Most leagues will be holding their
drafts the first full weekend in April
(April 7-8), after the professional
baseb0I---eason starts. -
Baseball junkies and statisticians
everywhere are sharpening their pen-
cils and buying baseball guides by the
truckloads to try to get an edge on
their fellow owners.
This time of the year is almost
more exciting than the regular season
because owners like myself spend
most of their waking hours agoniz-
ing over trade possibilities, who
they're going to make available in the
draft, how much money they want to
spend for certain players and whether
they need to draft for power or speed.
Besides worrying about all those
things, I'm trying to convince myself
that trading five established players
for a talented young rookie was a
good move.
I'm talking about trading Wade
Boggs (yes, the future Hall of Famer
who's a fixture at third base for the
Red Sox), Jody Reed, Ted Higuera,
Mike Witt and Keith Moreland for
rookie phenom Tom "Flash" Gor-
don of the Kansas City Royals.
What might look like the most one-
(see NEFF page 16)
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Black Bears on road again
Hockey team travels to UNH and BC for league games
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University of Maine hockey team
goes on the road for the first time in a
month when they take on the Universi-
ty of New Hampshire and Boston Col-
lege this weekend.
The Black Bears are in first place in
Hockey East with a record of 12-5-1,
three points ahead of Boston College.
UMaine lost to B.C., twice earlier this
_
- --season at Alfond Arena by the scores of
5-1 and 4-3 and the Black Bears beat
UNH in their two meetings this year, 4-2
and 8-3. UMaine head coach Shawn
Walsh said his-team can't overlook the
importance of the UNH game. "In a
subtle way Friday's game is more impor-
tant than Satutday's. It is going to be
a must-win game, "-he said.
UMaine is coming off a very suc-
cessful homestand where they were 9-0-1
in the ten games.
However, the last time they went on
the road they were 1-4-1 with losses to
Northeastern, Alaska-Anchorage and
Lowell.
Walsh still feels that the team is stong
on the road.
"I feel we're a good team on the
road," he said. "Right now we're do-
ing what it takes to win on the road,
staying out of the penalty box and not
getting into confrontations."
Boston College head coach Len
Ceglarski said defense and goaltending
are going to be the keys to Saturday's
game.
"We're playing good defense right
know, but you can always play bet-
ter. " he said.
CegJarski also talked about UMaine's
play in the last few weeks.
"They are playing super hockey right
know," he said. "I just hope we can
play as well as we did in our two wins
over Maine."
Cegjarski jokingly added, "Maybe
Defenseman Jim Burke and the University
to take on UNH and BC after finishing
they'll come down with a 24-hour bug
between New Hampshire and
Boston."
Freshman centex_ Randy Olsonrisaid
the team is ready to go on the road.
"We've been home for a month and
of Maine hockey team head on the road
a 9-0-1 homestand.
the team is looking forward to going on
the road," he said.
One of the things UMaine has im-
proved on in the past two weeks is their
power play in league games. Going int:.
(see HOCKEY Page 15)
Women swimmers geared for NE's
 Andrewiin.
Staff Writer Leading the charge for the Black
Bears will be senior captain Dana Bill-
ington and fellow senior Stacey
The entire women's collegiate swim
season comes down to one meet this
weekend as 357 women representing 16
colleges compete to win the New
England Intercollegiate Swimming and
Diving Association Championships in
Kingston, R.I., Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
The University of Maine women's
team put together a 7-5 meet record in
the regular season, but it doesn't mean
anything at the New Englands.
Women's head coach Jeff Wren
knows this weekend's meet is the one
that really counts.
"New Englands are what we've been
practicing and getting ready for the en-
tire season," Wren said. "A good
record in the regular season is a
bonus."
UMaine may be one of the smaller
squads at the meet. Wren will be coun-
ting on big performances out of each of
the 22 team members who have met
qualifying standards in at least one
Seabrease. Both will probably be swim-
ming in the shorter-distance freestyle
races, according to Wren.
"It should be a tough meet but I think
(see SWIM page 16)
Smith scores 1000th point
to lead UMaine_past UNH
DURHAM, NH—Dean Smith scored
a career-high 32 points to break the
1,000-point mark and lead the Univer-
sity of Maine to a 78-67 win over the
University of New Hampshire. 
The senior co-captain hit 14-of-16
shots from the foul line and now has
1,012 points in his career.
The Black Bears improved their
North Atlantic Conference record to 5-4
and 9-13 overall with the win.
UNH extended its home court losing
streak, the longest running in Division
I, to 25 with the loss. The Wildcats fell
to 2-7 in the conference and 4-19 overall.
UMaine senior transfer Pat Harr-
ington came off the bench to score three
straight three-pointers, giving the Black
Bears a 38-33 lead at halftime. Harr-
ington finished the night with 12-points,
going four-of-seven from the three-point
line. 
Derrick Hodge added 13 points for
the Black Bears.
UMaine's next game is at the Univer-
sity of Hartford on Saturday. The
Hawks defeated the Black Bears by a
point in the teams' last meeting at the
Bangor Auditorium. _
UMaine has beaten every NAC team
except Hartford and Boston University,
of who it has yet to face.
Pat Manor led UNH with 26 points
on the night.
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Women's hoop runs past UNH
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Scoring balance and foul shots pro-
pelled the University of Maine women's
basketball team to a 72-54 win Wednes-
day night over the University of New
Hampshire before a senior night crowd
of 1,089 at the Bangor Auditorium.
The win boosted UMaine's overall
record to 18-5 (9-1 North Atlantic Con-
ference) and inched the Black Bears a
step closer to a possible NCAA tourna-
ment bid.
"Every game we play from now on is
very important," said UMaine coach
Trish Roberts. "If we lose another we
won't have a chance. If we win the next
two and the
NAC tournament, chances are very,
very good to get an NCAA tournament
bid." Rachel Bouchard led the Black
Bears as she scored 24 points (10-for-14
from the floor, 4-for-5 from the line)
and snared seven rebounds in 26 minutes
of action.
Tracey Frenette led a trio of other
UMaine players who tallied double
digits versus the Wildcats, as she notch-
ed 12 points and grabbed six boards.
Senior tri-captains Beth Sullivan and
Cathy laconeta made valuable contribu-
tions in the last home game of their
four-year careers.
Sully scored 11 points in 13 minutes
of action and Ike added 10 points,
assisted on five hoops, and grabbed five
rebounds.
Roberts said she was pleased with the
improved play of Frenette, Sullivan, and
Carrie Goodhue.
"It's exactly what we need going in-
to the tournament (confidence and im-
prcved play)," she said.
Ahead 20-10 with 10:20 remaining in
the first-half, Rachel Bouchard, having
amassed 14 points on 7-for-7 shooting,
went to the bench with her second foul.
The Black Bears extended their lead
to 18 behind the play of Sullivan, who
had a hand in each of the last three
buckets before the half.
At 1:26 Sullivan tossed in a running
left-hander to make the score 34-20.
After a missed UNH bomb, she put in
an offensive rebound to increase the
Black Bear lead to 16.
Then, with :28 remaining-Sullivan
assisted Frenette on a hoop to giVe
UMaine the 18-point lead at the half.
UNH, behind Deb Dorsch and Laura
Seiden, played even with the Black Bears 
inthe second-half (each team scored 34
points).
The Black Bears, however, held off
the Wildcats by sinking 9-of-11 free
throws in the final 2:39.
Seiden, UNH's first-year heroine,
Welted up iñ the filial 20 minutes,
swishing in 19 of her team-high 23
points.
Three different times Dorsch cut
UMaine's lead to 10, but each time
UMaine responded to the threat. At 6:34
Dorsch popped in a field goal near the
top of the key, but laconeta answered
the following trip down the floor with
a drive in the lane and a lay-up.
Dorsch was then fouled by a pressing
Julie Bradstreet at 4:43 and sunk both
ends of a one-and-one to cut the lead to
57-47.
Ike answered the call once more as she
drove the lane and made the hoop with
the shot clock running down.
Dorsch then stuck a shot from the
elbow-extended at 3:19 but Bradstreet
sunk two foul shots to put UMaine's
lead back to 12; 61-49. In addition to
Seiden's 23, Dorsch added 15 points
before fouling out. Julie Donlon con-
tributed 8 points and dished out four
assists.
UNH coach Kathy Sanborn, whose
team dropped to-943-(5-4-N24€1)--said
she was "pleased overall" with her
Wildcats' play versus the Black Bears.
"Maine held their composure and
—made the key baskets. They penetrated
on our overplay and we didn't get real
good helpside defense, " she said.
Sanborn said she wished the best for
a team of UMaine's caliber.
"I would like to see Maine do great
things. I would like to see a team like
thit get an at-large bid. It's not only
good for Maine but good for the con-
ference too,', she said.
UMaine will attempt to run its win
streak to six Saturday as the Black Bears
face Hartford University in Connecticut
Saturday at 1 p.m.
UMaine heads to NAC track meet
The University of Maine men's and
women's indoor track teams will com-
pete in the North Atlantic Conference
Championships Saturday at Boston
University.
UMaine coach Jim Ballinger, whose
men's team finished second in Easterns
last weekend said, "This competition
should be a little tougher because they
are all Division 1 teams. "
Ballinger said BU and Northeastern
should be the favorite going into the
meet.
This is the second annual NAC meet
for the men, while it is the first for the
women. Northeastern won last year's
meet, with BU finishing second and
UMaine placing third.
BU should be favored in the women's
meet, and UMaine could finish second,
Ballinger said.
The men will compete in 18 events,
while the women will compete in 17.
The other member schools competing
are, Colgate, New Hampshire and
Vermont.
•Hockey
The men's and women's indoor track teams compete in the NAC championships
at Boston University Saturday.
last weekends series with UNH, UMaine
was only 12 of 74 (16.2 percent). In the
last three games the team has gone six-
for-13 to improve its percentage.
CYn the defensive side, the Black Bears
have been very successful in- killing
penalties.
Tuesday night, UMaine held Lowell
to no shots on goal on two separate
power-play oppurtunities.
"Our defensemen have been playing
very solidly and our offensive zone play
has been the best its ever been,"
Walsh said. "1 think we're in the top
two in the country in penalty killing."
All-American candidate Jean-Yves
Roy, who leads the nation in scoring for
Hockey East Standings
W L T Pts
UMaine 12 25--5-- -1-
Boston College 11 5 0 22
Boston Univ. 9 5 - 2-- 20- -
Providence 8 5 3 19
Northeastern 7 8 2 16
New Hampshire 5 7 4 14
Lowell- 5 9 2 12
Merrimack - .2 - 9 4
-
freshman with 31 goals, Jim Mon-
tgomery (18-28-46) and sophomore
Scott Pellerin (18-26-44) are leading a
(continued from page 15)
well balanced offensive unit which has
17 players with 10 or more points.
UNH is led offensively by sophomor
right winger Savo Mitrovic (24-18-42
and center Domenic Amode
(15-21-36).
Boston College is led by HE leadin
scorers David Emma (16-18-34) an
Steve Heinze (18-14-32).
UMaine Will split the goaltendin
duties between senior All-American can
didate Scott King (14-5-2, 2.75 GAA
and junior Matt DelGuidice (12-2, 3.1
GAA).
CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS
ORONO - 1 Bedroom, luxurious, furnished,
elegant neighborhood. Evergreen Apartments-
945-5810
HELP WANTED
National Marketing Firm seeks mature student to
manage on-campus promotions for top companies
this school year flexilbe hours with earnings poten-
tial to $2,500 per semester. Must be organized,
hardworking and money motivated. Call Cheryl
or Bode at (800) 592-2121
Market Discover Credit Cards on your campus.
Flexible hours. Earn as much as $ 10.00/hour
Only ten positiops available.
Call: 1-800-950-8472
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SFI7FD
VEHICI FS from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvet-
tes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-838-8885. Ext . A18402
ATTENTION - EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,030/year income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. BK 18402 •
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PWS RAISE
UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS! Student
groups, Frats and Sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details plus your
FREE GIFT, Group officers Call 1-8(0-765-8472.
Ext .50
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS HIRING NOW!! Call,
(719) 687-6662. (USA)
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Distributorship6. Dealer-
ships, Money making opportunities. Franchises,
and Mail Order. Details, send $2.00 to:
NATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY, Box
3006. Boston, Ma. 02130
Resort Hotels, Summer Camps, Cruise Liners, and
Amusement Parks. Now accepting applications forl
summer Xibs and career positions. For Free infor-
mation package and application; Call National
Collegiate Recreation Services on Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-526-0396_
(9am -5pm Est. .M-F)
. . _.
_ _FOR SALE 2
WANNA GO SKIING?
2 Full Day Adult Lift Tickets for SugarloaffUSA.
$25 Each or $40 for Both. CALL: Ralph at 4771
Rm. 65 -
'
Woman's Lange ski boots. Size 9 and a half. Great
Condition $80 or B.0 Call: Liz at 866-7508
LOST AND FOUND
LOST - A gold pie-engagement ring, with a small
diamond chip. If found please contact Dawn at
Rrn 220. 581-4814
PERSONALS
SPRING -
Sorry about the mess-up
Who? Me!
I.
To F -
Jag ,Alskar Dej!
Jag Lenigta afta dej...
From F
SPRING BREAK i
Spnng Break March 3-10 1990, Texan Motel
Daytona Beach Special Rate $85. Up to 4 per
room. 1-800-633-7010
•
•
•
4i1
41
16
_
*Swim
we're all looking forward," Seabrease
said.
Talented juniors Noreen Solakoff,
Natalie Zdenek and Stephanie Taylor
will also be counted on to lead by ex-
ample and place highly in each of their
events.
Solakoff and Zdenek will each log a
lot of swimming time as Wren plans to
enter them in at least five events each.
One of the particular strengths of
Wren's squad, the sophomore swim-
mers, will have to come through with
their fastest times of the season. This
multi-talented group includes Jill
Abrams, Julie Chandler, Jenniferpen-
nison and Clem Whaling.
Iwo A small but promising group of
freshman may be the key to how high
UMaine finishes in the three-day meet.
Frosh diver Michelle GirOux has been
a permanent fixture at first place in the
one- and three-meter dives. Bobbi
Wilson has also proven to be a
phenomenon in the freestyle and in-
dividual medley races.
(continued from page 14)
Wren is anxious to see how his team
handles the pressure of a big meet.
"1 hope they can do it under pressure
because our last one (Colby College) was
a pretty relaxed meet," Wren said.
On Friday, the 50, 200 and 500-yard
freestyle, 200 individual medley and 400
medley relay events will be held along
with the one-meter dive. Trials will start
at 10:30 a.m. and the finals start at 5
p.m.
The three-meter dive, 200 medley
relay, 400 IM, 200 freestyle, 100
backstroke, 100 breaststroke and 800
free relay take place Saturday. Trials
begin at 1 p.m. and finals are at 7 p.m.
The final day's events will be the 200
backstroke, 200 breaststroke, 100 and
1,650 free, 200 butterfly and 400 free
relay. Trials will begin at 11 a.m. and
finals start at 6 p.m.
All events will be held at UNH's
botch l Pool.
The New England Championships
men's meet is also in Kingston, 11-1-.,
next week (Feb. 22-24).
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•Neff
sided deal since an especially clever
guy named William Seward convinc-
ed the U.S. Government to buy
Alaska from the Russians for
$7,200,000 (two cents an acre) in 1867
isn't as bad as it looks.
First, I wasn't going to protect all
those guys in the upcoming league
draft (Each team can protect up to 15
of their 24 players, the remaining
nine go back into the draft pool).
Second, Boggs cost me $37 in last
year's draft—fairly expensive by
league standards—and all he did was
hit for average.
Third, my uncanny intuition tells
me that Gordon will be premier pit-
cher for years to come. Besides that,
he only costs a dollar.
Now, if I just keep telling myself
these things over and over again,
(continued from page 14)
maybe I'll convince myself it was a
great deal to make and a good risk
to take.
Maybe I'll win the league cham-
pionship and finish 30 points ahead
of my nearest rival too.
Of course, all you fellow fantasy
leaguers and Rotisserians realize that
all this worrying and planning will be
for nothing if the real Major League
Baseball team owners continue the
lockout long enough to postpone the
entire season. _
Sorry... I didn't mean to make
anyone cry.
Andrew Neff is a senior journalism
major from Brewer who hopes Dave
Righetti gets 40 saves as a reliever and
Mike Green well wins the MVP award
this season.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
START YOUR CIIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.
ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For more information call 581-1126 or stop by room 114 of the Field House
UNE
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